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FOREWORD

This dissertation is the outgrowth of a study in a
class in secondary education interested in the develop
ment of secondary education in such countries
England, France, and the United States.

After

~s

Germany,

t~e

prob

lem was viewed from this broad'angle, it seemed that a
study of secondary education as related to Indianapolis
would be interesting. ' This dissertation Will go back to
the time when the secondary school ,was regarded as a
"fitting

scbool~

for college will show the steady progress'

for seventy-five years, and will culminate with a discussion
of the cosmopolitan high

school~

The so-called cosmopolitan

high school is an effort to concentrate, under one roof, in
struotion in all lines which may under any conditions be re
quired for the preparation of secondary school pupils for
life.

The history of the secondary school is the history of

the gradual accumulation of WisdoYo and of the gradual per
fection of organization.

The American secondary school of

today ie an educational device which is at once efficient

:J

and

sUffici~ntly. flexible

to provide for the training of the

more or less unsettled youth of every American community.
Indianapolis is interested in secondary education and

vii
recognizes that the only way to perfect the American sec
ondary school is by pushing forward along the lines which
have been determined by the unique charaoter of the needs,
interests, and purposes of the youth of today.

viii
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DEVELOPMENT OF SECONDARY
I

EDUCATION IN

I~~IANAPOLIS

CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Seoondary eduoation is the organized effort of so
oiety through its sohools to aid the normal prooesses of
growth and to produoe desirable ohanges in attitudes, i
deals, and behavior of boys and girls during the periods
of early and middle adolesoenoe.

It is oustomary to oon

sider the maximum period for reoeiving education from six
to about twenty-five years; the period from twelve to
eighteen is the sui table period to term the peri.od of sec
ondary education, the center of any educa.tional system.
In other words the secondary school is concerned primarily
with boys and girls in their teens.
1

2.
From a study of secondary education in several Euro
pean countries and the United States, it is evident that
there was a time when secondary education was not sought
after for social, commercial, or industrial success. l

It

is a well-known faot that the American high schools of
today are accessible to pupils from all levels of society.
Everywhere in the modern world there is an eager desire on
the part of boys and girls, reinforced by their parents
for a share in the advantages of higher education.

The

Germa.n merchant class desires an education higher than
that which is provided in the Volksschule.

The French

minister feels the pressure from the common people.

Eng

land hears the voices of many who are now excluded from her
secondary schools asking even in the name of charity for a
privilege universally desired.

In America the trend is

toward universal secondary education, Which i8, in a pecu
liar sense, a reflection of the social and economic condi
tion of the country.

No other country has ever attempted

on such a scale as the United States to raise the level of
communal and individual undertaking by supplying universal
1.

Stuart, Milo H. - "The Organization of the Comprehen
sive High School ll , The Macmillan Company, New York,
1926. p. 2.

3.

higher education. 2
Milo H. Stuart, principal of the Arsenal Technical
Schoole of Indianapolis, says,
"Fresh winds of doctrine have come
ith new messages; new standards for the
education of all of the people's children
have been set up; compulsory school attend
ance for those of high school age has been
established; the function of the high school
has broadened from that of a mere preparatory
school for college to that of an institution
which is to serve the needs of all. Setting
up mile stones of achievement ha,s been the
province and privilege of the secondary sohool
within the last decade."3
At times the Indianapolis school authorities have been
overwhelmed by the multitude of pupils asking for admittance
to different courses.

The purpose of this dissertation is

to show how Indianapolis organized a program of courses and
developed a bUilding schedule so that each student could find
the currioulum that best suited hie particular need.

In order

to a0complish the objective of this particular study, a brief
survey of the development of secondary education in the Un1ted
States will be given.
The Kalamazoo Case, one of the most important deoisions
2.
3.

JUdd, Charles 1. - "The Unique Character of Secondary
Education".
fhe Inglis Le,~~;'.:~re, 1928, Harvard Uni
versity Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1928, pp. 9-10.
Stuart, Milo H. - "The Organization of the Comprehen
sive High School", Macmillan Company, New York, 1926,
p. V-VI.

4.

made by a court in the United States regarding secondary edu
cation will be reviewed.

Some of the outstanding state laws

and National Education Association proceedings that influenced
the thinking of the people and which were reflections of the
times with regard to secondary education as a state responsi
,
bility will be mentioned. After this an effort will be made
to show the effects on

Indianap~~is

of the outstanding move

ments in secondary education and to trace the development of
the high school program in Indianapolis.

Four secondary

schools will be studied namely, St. John's Aoademy, Shortridge
High School, Manual Training High School, and Arsenal Techni
cal School.
The Problem Restated - With the foregoing in mind the
subject of this dissertation may be phrased as a problem
as follows:

What ways and means has Indianapolis adopted

to meet the secondary school responsibility resulting from
the broadening of the educational function of the school
and from the changing of social and eoonomic ideals?
Sources of Data - This study is based upon facts ob
tained from three sources;

The principals and older teach

ers of the different high schools of Indianapolis are fam
iliar with the growth of the high schools and have been
consulted; the reports of board meetings) yearly reports,
and statistical records in the school office were available
and have been examined; the last. and possibly most valuable

5.

source, was material filed in the school libraries, news
peper clippings, magazine articles, etc., and from these
muoh valuable material has been gleanede
This study has been in progress for two years.

All

material from magazines, newspapers, and reports has been
carefully studied and compared.
Without due scrutiny.

No information was a.ccepted

CHAPTER II
SALIENT FEATURES OF THE GROWTH OF
AMERICAN SECONDARY EDUCATION
Elmer Ellsworth Brown in his book entitled "The Rise of
Our Middle Schools" divides seoondary education into three
periods.

The first period, which was characterized by the

rise of the Latin grammar school, extended from the estab
lishment of the first secondary sohools in the second quarter
of the sevents'en th century to the close of the American Revolu
tionary War.
the

C~vil

The second, from the beginning of the nation to

War, had as its outstanding institution the academy,

patterned in part after the academies of England$

From the

Civil War to our own time, or during the third period, the
public high school was the foremost educational aohievement. 1
Monroe and Weber make the following statement:
1.

Brown, E. E. - liThe Making of Our Middle Schools."
Longmans, Green, and Com,any, New York, 1907, p. 6.
6.

7

ItDevelopmente si.nce the publication of
Brownie book in 1902 justified the recogni
tion of a fourth period, the modern compre
hensive high school period. The beginning
of this period can be traced to the Report
of the Committee of Ten in 1893, but changee
in educational practice were relatively slight
until 1910; consequently the fourth Pariod ex
tends from 1910 to the present time."
For convenience these four divisions will be used in
this discussion of secondary education.

The Amerioan colon

ists revealed a number of attitudes toward seoondary educa
tion.

In the South wbere climatic conditions were favorable to

the development of a great plantation system, and society was
pa.tterned on an aristocratic basie, education was left largely
to the home.

The wealthy employed tutors; the poor grew up

illiterate.

Universal, free, Dublic emlcation was unknown in

the southern states until the middle of the nineteenth century.
In New England, on the other hand, where the community was held
together by unanimity of religious belief, and the community
rather than the plantation prevailed, education became a
matter of public concern.

The larger communities were re

quired to establish schools.

In some of the colonies, es

pecia.lly New Jersey and Maryland, education was left la.rgely
to the church, and when. the public finally took action, rela
tive to education, they did so on the hypothesis that pro
2.

Monroe, Walter S. and Weber Oscar F. - "The High School lf •
Doubleday, Doran, and COllipany, Garden City, New York,
1928, p. 27.

8

viding schools was an effective form of poor relief. 3
Of these three attitudes toward education the New Eng
land attitude is that most generally found today.

Hence the

history of secondary education in the United States may be
thought of as a record of the development and spread of the
New England point of view.
The first secondary school in America was the Boston
La,tin School established in 1635.

It was established by the

town, and fees were charged for its support.

Its aim was to

prepare boys for COllege; its curriculum, like the Latin
grammar schools of England was exclusively Latin and Greek. 4
The general Court of Massachusetts specified in 1647 that
grammar schools must be established in towns having "one
hundred families or householders" and that lithe master should
be able to instruct youth so far as they may be fitted for the
universityll.

The dominance of the college preparatory function

continued paramount.

It may thus be seen that the early idea

of secondary education was the college preparatory function
a.nd this was uppermost 1n public thought for many decades.

In

1782 John Adams wrote:
"Every town containing sixty families
id obliged under penalty to maintain constantly
3.

4.

Monroe, Walter S. and Yieber, Oscar F. - liThe High School".
Doubleday, Doran, and Company, Garden City, New York,1928,
p. 28-29.
Koos, Leonard V. - liThe American Secondary School". Ginn
and Company, Chicago, Illinois, 1927, p. 16.

9.

a school and a schoolmaster, who shall teach
his scholars reading, writing, arithmetic, and
rudiments of the Greek and Latin languages.
All the children of the inhabitants, rioh as
well as poor, have a right to go to these
schoole. In these schools are formed the candi
dates for admission as students into colleges at
Cambridge, New Haven, Princeton, and Dartmouth. "5
Although the fact received little attention, in a
number of seconda,ry schools Latin was not taught or at least
was not the principal subject of instruction, and in these

an attempt was made to prepare the students for business or
other vocational activities.

These schools were designated

as "English Schools" and were far more

ular tha.n the "Lat111

Grammar Schools" of which the Boston Latin School was the pro

'.
I

totype. 6
Emit D. Grizzell in hie book, "The Origin and Development
of the High School in }lew England before 1865 ft says the follow

ing:
"From the beginning and throughout the colonial
ueriod, the public grammar school was everywhere
tin New England) except in Connecticut, a town
school. It was a public school in so far as it
Was SUbject to pUbliC control and was required
by act of the colonial legislatu.re. On the other
hand, it did not receive publio support to the
extent that the p~blic school of today is supported
by Dubli c funds". 7
5.

6.

7.

Appendix to Volume fr of-iiThe Vroriosof john Adams". LITtle
and Brown, Boston, Mass., 1851, p. 495.
Monroe, Walter 8. and Weber, Oscar F. - "The High School".
Doubleday, Doran, and Company, Garden City, New York, 1928,
p. 29.

Grizzell, Emit D. - "The Origin and Development of the High
School in New England before 18651~ The Macmilla.n Company,
1923, pp. 19-20.

10.

Latin grammar schools were especially for the education
of boys, but girls were admitted now and then at "separate
hours" to receive instruction in spelling, reading, writing,
ari thmet10, and Uthe "9rincip18s of Christian religion u•

The

more advanced studies were not open to girls until late in
the eighteenth century; hQwever there were scattered through
out the colonies many private schools in which girls might re
ceive instruction in any sUbject for which there was a demand.
As a matter of faot, throughout the elghteenth century girls
were demanding and receiving instruction in subjects not off
ered to them in town sohools. 8
The main characteristics of the grammar schools which
provided American seconda.ry education during the first period
were as follows:
1. Establishment by towns under the colonial law.
2. Domination by the spirit of the colleges.
3. Dominance of the religious spirit.
4. Importance of Latin and Greek in the curriculum.
5. No consideration of the desires and needs of the
people at large.
It is interesting to note the extent to which the grammar
school is a reflection of the times.

A new conception of the

high school has broadened its funotion from that of a mere pre
8. -Seybol t, Robert F. -"Source-S{udiee--in American Colonial Ed
ucation". University of Illinois Bulletin, Vol. 23, No.4,
Bureau of Educational Research Bulletin, No.28, Urbana, Ill.,
1925, pp. 69-70.

11.

paratory school for college to that of an institution which
is to serve the educational needs of all.

Universal educR

tion of all bOys and girls through the seoondary school
period is now generally accepted by the American people.
FOTmerly only a few were oonsidered.
After the Latin grammar school, the academy formed the
next tyPe of secondary school, the institution which developed
and flourished during the period following the Revolution.
Benjamin Franklin proposed one at Philadelphia as early as
1743, but the Philadelphia Academy was not established until

1751.

It included three schools, namely the Latin, English,

and 1mthematical, each with R separate "master" as the prin
cipal teacher in the early sohools was originally called.
The academies came into existence at a time when the
elementary schools were not a division of the state systems
of education, and, as a consequence, sOme of them were little
more than advanced elementary schools.

Many of the academies

offered two courses of study, classical and English, while a
few of the most outstanding maintained, in addition, a "normal"
or "teacher training" department. 9 An interesting fact in the
evolution of the typical school of the so-called second period
was that in the latter half of the nineteenth century, when
9.

Monroe, Walter S. and Weber, Oscar F. - "The High School".
Doubleday, Doran, and Company, Garden City, New York,
1928, p. 35.

12.

the high school was making rapid advancement, most of the
academies which did not merge into free public high schools
became distinguished as IIfilling" schools for eastern uni
versities. 10 The early aoademies were instrumental in blazing
the trail for a Bcheme of secondary education Which would in
clude all classes. Moreover these same schools, by appealing
to the wants and needs of the people, struck a popular chord.
They were attended by a more mature class of young people than
ll
B found in the grammar sChools.
The partioular characteristios of the American academies
were the following:
1. Protest against the narrow classical training of

the grammar schools.
2. Aim, substantial secondary education of all young

people.
3. Private organization and management.

4. Support by private funds.
5. Broadly religious tendencies.
6. Admittance of both boys and girls. 12

It is evident that the academies represented a pro
gressive step in the development of the secondary school.
They were animated by a broader, freer, more truly American

10.
11.
12.

Brown, John Franklin, -"The American HIgh School lt • The
Macmillan Company, New York, 1910, p. 23.
Brown, John Franklin, - liThe American High School". The
Macmillan Company, New York, 1910, p. 22.
Ibid., p. 23.
/

13
spirit than the
the developing

gr~nar
&~erican

schools, a spirit more in accord with
democracy.

After the academy, the public high school formed the
next type of secondary school.

The first public high school

in the United States was founded in Boston in 1821.

Only

three years were necessary to convince the people of Boston
of the value of a free, non-classical school which enabled
the youth of the city who did not want to enter college to
continue their education without the cost attached to an
academy education.

The school was established under the

name of IIEnglish Classical School", but in 1824 the name
appeared as "English High SChool".

The public free high

school grew, slowly at first, but with startling rapidity
after its usefulness was tested and recognized. 13
In spite of the recognition of the practical purposes
of the early high school, the college preparatory function
finally became dominant.

Moreover the decline of the acad

emy and the rise of the high school resulted in an increasing
number of candidates for college admission; hence it was in
evitable that the high school should endeavor to offer sub
jects required for college entrance.

The relation of the

high school to the college was defined as the high school
13.

Brown, John F. - liThe American High School". The
Macmillan Company, New York, 1910, p. 24, 29.

14
and college grew closer together.

As the high school be

came the dominant type of secondary school, a much larger
proportion of its graduates desired to enter college and
naturally the authorities of both institutions began to
give attention to the articlllation of the high school with
the college.

It was only gradually that the high school

became an institution offering four years of work super
imposed upon that of the elementary sohool.
It ia interesting to note that the comprehensive,
modern high school is a product of many influences which
may be grouped under two main heads. 14 First in importance
was the fact that it was an institution of the people at
large; it was close to their social and intellectual life;
it was controlled by them; and it was dependent upon them
for

support~

Seoond from the standpoint of relative im

portanoe was the fact that its original aim of serving only
those who did not want to enter college was too narrow to
be maintained, and, as the free high school of all the
people, it had to become a stepping stone to college as
well as to the duties of practical life.
14.

It was not long

Brown, John F. - liThe America~.n High School".
Macmillan Company, New York, 1910, p. 32.

The

15.
before the first high schools introduced into their pro
grams a college preparatory course besides the more gen
eral and practical training courses.

By a process of

evolution, the high school has taken over the functions
originally performed by both the grammar school and acad
emy; that is, its courses are

80

organized as to prepare

either for college or life. 15
A struggle was required to secure general public
approval for secondary education supported by the people's
funds, but during the second quarter of the nineteenth
century the trend was distinctly in the direction of free
ta.x-supported high schools.

Progress toward the univer

sal ization of educational opportuni ties on a secondary
level was relatively slow until after 1900.

The number of

secondary schools and the percentage of the population at
tending them increased slowly until about 1875. 16

Table

I gives data indicating the growth of the high school
.movement in the whole country by decades up to 1860.

15.

16.

For a more extended account of early high school leg
islation, see Brown, E. E. - II The Making of OUI' Mid
dle Schools. II New York, Longmans, Green, and Co.,
1902, p., 353.
Dexter, E•. G. - IIA History of Education in the Uni ted
States. II New York, The Macmillan Co., 1904, p. 96.

I.

'.

;;::::::;

16
TABLE I
ESTABLIS~lliNT

OF HIGH 60)00L6 IN THE UNITED
STATES BEFORE 1875. 17

Before
1820 1820-30
2
Massachusetts
3
Vermont
1
1
New Hampshire
1
1
2
Maine
0
Connecticut
1
0
Rhoae Is1 and
0
0
4
1
New York
New Jersey.
0
0
'Penney1vani a
0
0
Ohio
0
0
1
Illinois
0
Indiana
0
0
Michigan
0
0
0
Wisconsin
0
I
I
1
All Others
3
9
13

6
2

0

2
3

3
2

I

3

5

4

2
3
9
0
4

2

I

3
0
5
1
1
0
0
0
0
0

I

I

".'

i

I

I

1841-50 1851-60 Total
i
41
78
26

1831-40

!

2
22

5

12

26

48

33

9

0
0
7

1
13
90

41
4
17

3

15
._.

9
7
14
8
5

,

9
,

10

!

9

I

12
6
23

183

19
7

45
321

Table I shows, so far as it is possible to rely on these fig
ures as representing the trend of the high school movement,
that about one-half of the schools, which laid claim to the
title of high school in 1860, were to be found in Massachu
setts, New York, and Ohio.
In another study made by Dexter,18 he gives 108 high
schools as being established during the
and 177 in the following decade.

decade~

1850-1859,

According to his figures

there were 349 high schools in the united States in 1870.
17.
lB'.

Report., of. the U.S. C61bm1's81oiier of Education for 1904,
pp. 1782-1989.
Dexter, E. G.- op. cit., p. 51.

17
Following this date they were established more rapidly:
1870-1879) 479 high schools; 1880-1889) 829 high schools;
1890-1899, 1)320 high schools.

The period of rapid growth

began about 1875, but the maximum rate of increase was not
reached until after 1900.
During the period from 1890 to 1924) the population of
the United Sta.tes increased 69 per cent) but during the same
period the high school attendance increased 984 per cent.
Table 11 19 shows some essential facts.

TABLE II
GROWTH OF 8EOONDARY SCHOOL ATTENDANCE IN
THE UNITED STATES SINCE 1890. 19

Year

Total
Ponulation

High School
Attendance

Per cent of
Ponulation

1890
1900
1910
1920
1924

62.622.250
75.997.687
91.972.266
105) 710) 620
112)078) 611

202.963
519.251
915.061
1.857,155
2) 538., 381

0.32
0 .. 68
1.00
1.76
2.26

i

In 1890 only 0.32 per cent of the total population at
tended a high school) but by 1920 the number of pupils in
19.

Phillips) F'rank M. - "Statistics of State School Sys
tems." U. 8. Bulletin of Education) 1927) No. 13.
Washington Government Printing Office. pp. 2-8.

18

attendance had increased to 1.76 per cent of the popula
tion and by 1924 the increase equalled 2.26 per cent of the
population.
Frank M. Phillips made a study of the high school en
rollment problem.

He gives Borne significant results of

this study in Table III.20

TABLE III

ENRO~LMENT IN HIGH SCHOOLS. 1915-1927.20
I Year

Enrollment.

11915
11916
1918
11920
1922
! 1924
; 1925
~ 1926
1927

1,561,556
1,710,072
1,933,821
2 199
I 389
a,873, 009
3,389,878
3, 659,903
4,000,000
4,300,000
~

I

In a review Phillips comments on the situation: liThe
public high school enrollment does not as yet (1927) show
any signs of slowing up in the rapid increase it has been
20 _

Phillips, Frank M. - II Statistics of Pub110 High Schools. 1I
U. S. Bulletin of Education, No. 40. "\Vashington Govern
ment, Printing Office, p. 4.

19

making for the past years.

The increase in high school en

rollment in 1925 over 1924 was 261,025, and this was greater
than the average annual increase from 1922 to 1924, and more
than 52,000 greater than the annual increase for the past
ten years. p21
In spite of much opposition and lack of financial sup
port, the first public high schools, not only survived, but
also developed into the most unique of institutions, the
comprehensive high school, the outstanding type of secondary
school of the fourth period.

The so-called fourth period

(1910-1929) will be designated a.s the tlComprehensive High

School Period. II

The Report of the Commi ttee of Ten, in

1893, really marked the beginning of this last period; never
theless it is customary to take lSlO as the date for the be
ginning of this fourth period because changes in educational
practice were relatively slight until 1910.
The phenomenal growth in high school attendance described
in the preceding pages was due largely to parallel changes
in the social and economic aspects of national life.

The

Federal Government interested in the conservation not alone
of natural resources but of human resources encouraged legal
enactments relating to child labor, compulsory attendance, etc.
The challenge to know more, to do more, and to be more was
felt on every hand.

\

Hence there was a demand for education.

21. Phillips, Frank M.-PStatistics of State School Systems".
u. S. Bureau of Eduoation Bulletin, 1927, No. 13, Waehing
tOD, 1927, pp. 2-8.

20

Mr. Milo

Stuart~

principal of the Arsenal Technical Schools t

Indianapolis, writes:
"The public school had no choice but
to meet the interests t the abilities, and
the economic necessities of its every in
dividual student, be he dUll, normal, or
brilliant, and irrespective of his social
position, wealth, creed, or race. The old
cry of "Kick him out" as a solution for
the problem of the troublesome boy has been
silenced by "Keep him in. 1I This must be
the verdict for the sufficiently normal if
future society is to be spared an unduly
institutionalized population~aa
The purpose of this chapter has been to give a brief
resume' of the four distinct periods of development through
which the American high Bchool passed.

The first period

was characterized by the Latin grammar school, the second
by the academy, the third by the first public high school,
and the fourth by the comprehensive high school.

During

this time the idea of secondary education urAerwent pro
nounced changes.
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Stuart, :Lilo H. - liThe O:rga.nization of a Comprehensive
Macmillan Oompany, New York, 1926,
pp. 3-4.

High School. 1i

CHAPTER III

SOME OUTSTANDING LEGAL DECISIONS AND
REPORTS WHICH ARE

~FLECTIONS

OF THE TIMES

The purpose of this chapter 1s to mention a few important
secondary education legal decisions, to review some of the out
standing speeches made before the

N.E~A.

regarding secondary

education, to consider the statue of secondary education in
Indiana as a state

~esponsibilitYt

and to name aotions taken

in regard to secondary education by city school board of Ind
ianapolis.
The early high schools were community enterprises, but in
many

inst~~ces

property tax.

they were supported entirely by means of general
Frequently tuition was charged.

funds were raised by popular
inherited endowments.

subscr:\.ption~

In some cases

A few high schools

However the trend during the second quar

ter of the 19th century was olearly in the direction of free,
tax-supported high schools. l
1.

Monroe t Wal te r S. andV7eber, O-scar F. -=uIITl:l e High School If •
Doubleday, Doran, and Co., Garden City, New York, 1928,
p. 51.
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As we look back over a oentury or more embraoing the
history of the high school, the progress appears to have been
so rapid that it is easy to lose sight of the many important
battles that had to be fought along the line of maroh. 2
The question as to the authori ty of local boards to es
tablish high soboo1s without express statutory provision for
such sohools was finally deoided in the affirmative by the
supreme court of Miohigan in the oase of Charles E. Stuart et
a1. vs. School Distriot No. 1 of the Village of Kalamazoo oom
munity, known as the Kalamazoo High Sohoo1 Oase.

Elmer E.

Brown says,
"Inasmuoh as the oase established the
precedent for similar oases in other states,
while setting the question at rest for the
state of Miohigan, it is of great importanoe
in the annals of our seoondary eduoation.
The opinion of the court was prepared by the
eminent jurist, Thomas M. Cooley. The right
of a sohoo1 board to employ a superinteDdent
Of sohools was involved, in the oase, and
this also was aff~rmed by the court. The
deoision in this case illustrates admirably
the strong tendenoy toward a oomp1ete system
of sohoo1s, largely supported by taxation,
and under publio contro1. ft3
The deoision 'in the Ka1. .azo-o Case appears to have estab
lished the legal right of a soboo1 distriot to levy a general
property tax

~or

the establishment and support of a high sohoo1.

However the legal right to levy such a tax does not make the
2.
3.

Leonard. - liThe Amerioan Seoondary Sohoo1 1i • Ginn
and Oompany, New York, 1927, p. 35.
Brown, Elmer E. - tiThe Malting of Our Middle Sohoo1s" •
.tongmans, Green, and Oompany, New York, 1907, p. 356.
K008,
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establishment of a high school mandatory.
prohibit a tuition charge.

Neither did it

Hence many communities did not

provide a free tax-supported high school until much later. Pro
gress toward the universalization of educational opportunities
on a secondary level was slow until about 1900. 4
One of the most notable decisions following the finding
of the Michigan court was that of the supreme court of Illinoie
in the case of H. W. ?owell et al vs, the Board of Education
which virtually established the position of the high school in
the

~ublic

school system of that state.

5

One of the first state systems of secondary education to
be organized after the Civil War was that of Indiana.

ThiS,

however, was an "accrediting ll arrangement, the administration
of which was turned over to state authorities.

In July, 1873

the board of trustees of Indiana University adopted a resolu
tion to the effect that a certificate from "certain high schools"
should entitle the bearer to admission to the fre,shman class of
that institution.

In August of the same year the state board

of education adopted

pl~ns

under which

~igh

schools which were

worthy of such recognition should be commissioned.

These

schools rest in statutory provision authorizing local school
authorities to provide for the teaching, not only of elementary
4. Monroe, Walter s. and 'Weber, Oscar F. - "The High School".
Doubleday, Doran, and Co., Garden City, New York, 1928 J Pe 54.
5. Brown, Elmer E. - liThe Making of Our Middle Sohools ll • LOng
mans, Green, and Company, New York, 1907, p. 359.
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branches, but also of 'suoh other branohes of learning as the
advanoement of pupils may require-.

The interest in s800ndary

eduoation that has grown up under this syst. haa extended to
all seotions of the state. 6 Indiana has a oompulsory attend
anoe law.

It stipulates that 'unless otherwise prOVided every

child between the ages of seven and sixteen years shall attend
a pub1io sohoo1 eto., eto.-?
The Oansti tution of the United States does not mention
eduoation, and the Tenth Amendment ratified in 1791 provides
that powers not delegated to the United States by the Oonsti
tution, DOr prohibited by it to tbe states, are reserved to the
states respectively, or to the people.

The Federal government,

bowever, exeroises an indireot oontro1 over oertain phases of
seoondary eduoation by granting subsidies when oertain condi
tions are met.

The 8m!th-Lever Aot of Kay 8, 191. provided Fed

eral aid to the states for the diffusion among
useful and practioa1

info~ation

oul ture and bome 8Oonomlos.

~e

people of

on subjeots relating to agri

In January 1914 Oongress passed

an aot authoriZing the President to appoint a oommission of
nine members 'to oonsider the subject of national aid for vo
oational education.-

The Smith-Hughes Aot of 1917 was based

on the reoolllllendation of this oolllll1ssion.
6.
7.

Reoently tbere bas

Brown, Elmer E. - -The llaking of Our Middle Soboo1s'.
Longmana, Green, and 00., New York, 1907, p. 318-319.
BurriS, Benj., and committee. - 'Laws of Indiana'. Wm.
Burford, Indianapolis, Indiana, 1923, p. 288.
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been muoh agitation for a oonstitutiona1 amendment that would
permit more ohild labor legislation.

8

Moreover the reports before the N.E.A. have been repre
sentative of the trends in seoondary education.
reports will

be

mentioned.

Two of these

The work of the Committee of Ten

in 1893 centered largely around the question, -What topios,
or parte, of the several subjeots may reasonably be oovered
during the four years of the high sohoo11"

The members of thie

oommi ttee approaohed the task from the point of View of the sub
jeot matter speoialist.

They stated that they would have the

high sohool planned -for that small proportion of all the ohild
ren in the oountry who show themselves able to profit by an ed
uoation prolonged to the eighteenth year eto.- 9 This position
is in sharp contrast to that expressed by the Commi ttee on the
Reorganization of Seoondary Eduoation in 1918.

This last named

committee advooated -such reorganization that secondary educa
tion may be defined as applying to all pupils of approXimately
twelve to eighteen years of age. H10 Other statements indioate
that the members of this oommission were thinking in terms of"all
the ohi1dren of all the people-.
8.
9.

These faots indicate that in

Monroe and Webster. Ope oit. p. 46.
"Report of Oommittee of Ten on Secondary Sobool Studies-.
American Book Company, New York, 1894, p. 51.
10. oardinal Principles of Secondary Education. U. S. Bureau
of Education Bulletin, lio. 35, 1918. Go verment Printing
Office, Washington, p. 11.
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1918 th18 group of leadlng thlnkers about secondary educa
tlon had rejected the.ooncept of the purpose of the hlgh
sohool held by the Commlttee of Ten ln 1893.

Thls prlnclple

whloh represented a revolutlonary change ln thlnking about
seoondary educatlon has been accepted at least ln theory by
11
many oommunltles.
The legal deolslons ln regard to seoondary eduoatlon ln
fluenced the actlons of the Indlanapolls sohool board as le
shown ln the oase of the Indlanapolls Hlgh School. now known
as Shortrldge Hlgh School.

In 1853 the school board estab

11shec1 a publl0 hlgh school. but the board dlsbanded lt ln
1858 because a majorl ty of the people dld not See the need for
seoondary educatlon.

In 1863 the trend of oplnlon ln regard

to the need for publlc. tax-supported hlgh schools changed and
a seoond attempt was made.

The followlng are a few of the

~

portant aotlons of the olty school boards:
1. In 1872 purchase of land at oorner of Pennsylvania and
Borth Streets for Shortrldge Hlgh Sohool.
2. In 1891 purchase of land at lLerr111 Street and lLadlson
Avenue for Industrlal Tralnlng Sohool.
3. In 1912 establlshment of Arsenal Teohnloal Hlgh School.
4. In 1923 purohase of land at Thlrty-fourth and Merldlan
Streets.
11..

Konroe. Walter S. and Weber. Osoar F. - "The Hlgh Sohool".
Doubleday. Do ran and 00.. Garden 01 ty, New York, 1928, p.

143.
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5. In 1924 addition to Kanu&l Training High Sohool.
Moreover the State Compulsory "Education Law of 1921, re
quiring all ohildren to attend sohool until sixteen years of
age, increased the enrollment and ohanged the general morale
of Indianapolis high sohools.

The social servioe department

first known as the truancy department beoame a necessary part
of the high sohools.

This department was in existenoe aa

early as 1897 and worked principally with the elementary sohool,
but after 1921 the work of the social service department was
extended to the high sohools.

At present the city board pro

Vides for seventeen nurses and sixteen visitors.

Ohildren,

whose parents cannot prOVide for their eduoational needs, are
assisted by this department.

The sohool board haa authorized

the social servioe department to supply these children with
books, sohool lunohes, oar fare, and, in some worthy oases,
soholarships.

These are only a very few of the actions of the

Indianapolis sohool board whioh refleot the trend of the
times.

CHAPTER IV

SECONDARY
END

pF

EDUC~TION

Iji__INDIANAPOLIS TO THE

THE SECOND PERIOD -

(16~5-186Ql.

Chapter II of this dissertation discusses the develop
ment of seoondary education in the United States.
distinct periods are emphasized.

Four

The first of these ex

tending from 1635 to the close of the American Revolution
ary War, was chara.cterized by the Latin grammar school.
The second, from the beginning of the nation to the Civil
war, was dominated

~J

the academy.

Since it is the purpose of this study to trace the de
velopment of seoondary education in Indianapolis and to
show the relation between secondary education in Indianapolis
and the national secondary education movements, it is es
sential to note that nothing was inaugurated or acoomplished
in Indianapolis during this first period.

This was due, of

oourse, to the historical development of this particular
section of the country.

IlLittle was known about Indiana
28
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until 1702 when a party of French Canadians descended the
Wabash River and established several posts on this river.
It was not until 1816 that Indiana was admitted as a sover
eign member of the Uni ted States. ,,1 The first attempts to
establish seeondary schools in India.napolis were made dur
ing the second period.

Two noteworthy movements belong to

this second period, namely the founding of the first public
high school known as the Indianapolis High School and the
establishment of the St. Johnts Academy.
A. Indiananolis High School
1. Historical_ Sketch to 186Q.2
The first public high school in the city of Indianapolis
which was designated a.s the Indiana:polis High School was o
pened in 1853 with Mr. E. P. Cole as principal.

In 1856 he

was succeeded by Mr. George B. Stone, under whose administra
tion the sohool was very successful; but unfortunately a de
cision of Judge Perkins, adverse to the maintenance of a
high school, closed its doors in 1858.

This decision was the

expression of the generally narrow attitude ooncerning pUb
lic secondary eduoation at that time.

For the rest of this

1. Morris, Chas. Smi th.-ttReadings in American Historytr. Dic
tionary and Cycleopedia Co., New York, 1909. p. 1,401.
2. Senior Annual.-Shortridge School Publication, 1928. Echo
Printing Office, Shortridge High School, Indianapolis, Ind.,
p. 15.
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period and even until 1864, Indianapolis had no public
high school.
In rega.rd to free tax-supported high schools, Ind
ianapolis reflected the general sentiment of the nation.
IIMany citizens ms_intained that a commWlity was under no
obligation to provide free secondary education.

They

insisted that since education beyond the rudiments was
professional or pre-professional in purpose, those who
desired to have their children continue their sohooling
beyond the elementary school should pay for the privilege. 113
Mr. E. P. Cubberly4 summarized the general sentiment
of the people as follows:

'-

"Men would discuss the high salaries
paid to the accomplished teachers which
secondary schools demanded, and they would
ask, 'To what purpose this waste?' Dema
gogues, keen-scented as wolves, would snuff
the prey and ask, 'What do we want With a
high school to teach rich men's children'1
It is a shame to tax a poor man to pay $1,800
to teach the children to make XiS and pot
hooks and to gabble 'parle Z-VOU8' • II
Even though the Indianapolis High School was in oper
ation from 1853 to 1858 only, the following course of study
was formulated by the original faculty:
3. Monroe and Weber.- II The High School. lI Doubleday and Co.,
Garden City, New York, 1928. p. 52.
4. Cubber1y, E. P.-"Readings in the History of Educatiorl'.
Houghton, Y~fflin, and Company, Boston, 1920.pp.586-.587.
Cubberly quoted from an address by John P. Gulliver t pub
lished in Norwich Weekly Courier, Nov. 25, 1856.
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TABLE IV

COURSE OF STUDY - INDIANAPOLIS HIGH SCHOOL 5
1858

1st Year

2nd Year
~OA

3rd Year

lIB

4th Year

l2B
lZA
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
~ng.
Eng.
Eng.
I Eng.
L1 t,.
II
III
IV
I
V
Lit.
Alg.
Alg.
Alg.
Geom. Geom.
Trig.
I
II
II
III
I
Oivil
Bist.of Bis t. oj Maii.ev8l
AlDer.
Amer.
Modern
History
Gov· t.
Greece Rome
Hist.
Hist.
Hlst.
Ele'm.
Botany Botany
Zool.
Elem.
Phys.
Sci.
Sci.
I
I
Geog.
II
pnysics . Physics
Phys.
Physiography
I
II.
IV
Draw.
Draw.
Draw. Draw.
Chem.
Chem.
Chern.
I
I
III
II
III
IV
I IV
Latin
Latin
Ca.esar Ce.esar
Virgil
Virgil Cicero Cicero
I
II
I
II
I
II
I
II
'German
German
GermBJl German ' German
German German German
V
II
IV
VIII
VI
VII
I
III
,: Gre"ilt Greek
French
French French French
II
I
II
I
III
IV
AnaAna-II
basis I basis Iliad
stenag· Stenog Bkkg.
Com.
Bkkg.
II
Law
II
I
I
I
Sr.
Themes
9B

lOB

9A

I

I

llA
Eng.
VI
Solid
Geom.
Eng.
Hist.
Zool.
II
Phys.
III
Chern.
II

I

I

I

I

'

I

L

2. Course af Study - Indianapolis High

School~

It is instructive to observe just what the pupils in this
school studied.

The course of study in the Indianapolis High

5. Courses of Study for the IndianapolieHighSohool~-Refer~nce
files of Shortridge High School Library, Indianapolis, Ind' t 1858.
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School (Table IV) provided in English for five lessons a
week for four years.

In addition, all seniors were re-

quired to register for senior themes.
times every week.

This class met three

The English work was preseri bed.

The

course in Latin extended through four years and covered. the
maximum requirements for college entrance.

A two-year

course in French and a two and one-half year course in Greek
were offered.

A two-year course in physics wae scheduled;

and one yea,r of this science
graduation.

WS,6

the minimum requirement for

The chemistry, biology, and elementary science

were recommended highly but not absolutely required.

This

freedom in choice of sUbject matter, even though on a very
small scale, represents the first step in the development
of the elective system, followed

50

extensively in secondary

schools of today.
The history department offered a three and one-half
year course, covering the fields of Ancient, Medieval, Modern,
European, English, and American History.

Civil government,

a course dealing with the political ideals, development, and
organization of the national governmental machinery, was another required subjeot.

Freshmen were urged to elect this

sUbjeot during the freshman year.

The first public high

school of Indianapolis showed an interest in art and music.
When draWing was considered a fad in many places, this particular SUbject was given a definite place in the course of

33
study and credits were granted the same as for other elective subjects.

The music work was limited to classes in

chorus study.
The growing demand for the subjects, which afforded
a direct preparation for business life, so far as such
knowledge may be aoquired theoretic ally,. was met by courses
in stenography, bookkeeping, and commercial law.
A

study of the ItCourse of Study - India.napolis High

Sohool" justified at least three conclusions:

The influ-

ence of the old olassical curriculum of earlier times was
seen with preparation for oollege a vital objective; in
order to aocomplish this purpose the prescribed subjects
numbered many more than the electives; as a last pointJthe
attempt, at this early date, to introduce the commercial
subjects showed an effort to make the high school serve
pupils who would not enter institutions of higher learning,
colleges, and universi ties.
3. Resul ts

The India.napolis High School now known as Shortridge
High School, represented

the first attempt to establish

a free tax-supported high school in Indianapolis;

(2)the

failure of this undertaking in 1858 showed that the public
was not willing to finance such schools; (3)the curriculum

,-",)
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showed the influence of old classical ideals; (4)the high
school was college preparatory primarily, but the intrad uction of commercial subjects and the inauguration of the
elective system showed a broadening of the function of the
high school.

B. The St. Jqhn's Academy.6
1. Historical Sketch
The St. John's Academy was the first academy in Indianapolia.

The Sisters of Providence opened school in a

building at Georgia Street and Capitol Avenue in 1859.
Seven branches grew from this academy, namely St. Agnes,
St. Joseph, Holy CrosB, St. Patrick, St. Antony, St. Philip
Nerl" and St. Catherine.

From the beginning the academy

gained a Wide reputation, and it averaged an attendance
of three hundred and fifty studente.
The school was opened Monday" September 5, 1859" five
daye after the arrival of the' first group of sisters.

The

sisters performed herculean labors in order to prepare the
school rooms for occupancy, but the classes opened on time.
The first school bUilding, the one at Georgia Street and
Capitol Avenue, continued in use until 1872 at which time

ID. IISchool Records for the St. John's Academyll-Oompiled by
principals in charge of the academy.
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the present academy on West Maryland Street was opened.
With the early days Were linked dark memories.

Be-

fore the olose of the seoond year, the turbulent period
of the Oivi1 War was at hand.

At first thought

~t

would

seem that the Bohoo1 had an ill-timed foundation; it-s site
so near the railway station might appear unfavorable.
About the middle of April 1861, Indianapolis W88 made the
headquarters for eight thousand volunteers who responded
to Governor Mortonts call.

The state of excitement oan be

imagined better than desoribed.

The sisters, in addition

to teaching their pupils, took oharge of many soldiers.
Part of the academy was used as a hospital, the rest as
sohoo1.

&

In spite of many hardships and muoh hard work, the

sisters not only oared for the wounded soldiers but also
-kept schoo1 11 every day.
ill-timed. 7

They never considered the opening

After the war, the sohoo1 oontinued in a orowded condition until the pres8Dt building on West Uary1and Street was
completed in 1872.

This building accomodated seventy-five

resident pupils and a day sohoo1 of three hundred.

The

sohoo1 was,supported by private funds and was denominational
in charaoter, Roman Oatholio. 8
'2. Course of Study - St,. John t 8 Academy. 9
7 • Op. 0 i t.- p. 17.
8., "Op. c1 t. p. 20.

9. Ciroular of Information for St. John's Aoademy. Sisters of
PrOVidence. Indianapolis, Ind., p. 4.
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The course of study for this first academy contained
two principal divisions:
a. College Preoaratory Course.
Required English ---------- 3 units
Latin -------~------------- 4 units
Modern

Lan~ages

---------- 2 units

Ancient History ----------- 1 unit
Science ------------------- 1 unit
Christian Doctrine --~----Electives -----------------

at
2i

units
units

b. General Course.
English ------------------- 4 units
Mathematics --------------- 2 units
History ------------------- 2 units
Science ------------------- 1 unit
Foreign Language ---------- 2 units
Christian Doctrine -------- 3 units
Electives ----------------- 2 units
It is interesting to note just what the pupils studied
in this first academy of Indianapolis.

Sixteen units were

required for graduation, each unit consisting of a course
carried through a year for four or five forty-minute
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periods weekly.

Naturally the college preparatory course

was scheduled, but this course was simply one course among two or three others.
tive did not control the
schools.

The college prepara.tory objecaca~emy

as it had the grammar

Additional courses in commercial studies, art,

music and fancy work (sewing) were listed.

One of the

purposes of the academy was to offer subjects of a distinct use in industrial and business life. Consequently
courses in stenography, penmanship and spelling, and the
fundamentals of bookkeeping were introduced.

It is a

well-known fact that religious training was not overlooked
in the a.cademies.

Therefore the pupils were required to

a.ttend religious services in the church every morning.
After this service the pupils returned to the class rooms
and reaeived definite instruction in christian doctrine.
Training in the skillful use of the hands was not forgotten.
Each

So courses in sewing, art, and music were popular.

~upil

was prOVided with a piece of linen cloth, called

a sampler, and on this piece of cloth he spent many a weary
hour practicing various stitches.

The music classes were

well taught; systematic training involVing the piano, VOice,
violin, and harp were prominent.

The art studio was attrac-

tively equipped, and classes in draWing, design, water
color, oil and china painting were taught. Only the wealthiest could profit by this work for the tuition fee was
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high.

These above trends were the most important of the

earl y academy.
3. Results

After a study of the early activities followed in the
St. John's Academy, the following characteristics are most
pronounced: (l)The St. John l s Academy represented the first
successful attempt to establish secondary schools in Indianapolis; (Z)the academy helped to blaze the trail for
practical secondary education for all

children~

regardless

of life objective; (3)the school aimed to meet the needs
and desires of the people; (4)the college preparatory function~

even though prominent/was not dominant.
Swnrnary .- The purpose of this chapter was to show:
1. That the city of Indianapolis showed an interest

in secondary education as early as 1853.
2. That the first efforts to found a free public high

school failed.
3. That the curriculum showed the influence of the old
classical ideal but, in addition, there was an earnest effort made to serve all of the children instead of a chosen
few.
4. That the Indianapolis High School and the St. John's
Academy were the first secondary schools in Indianapolis.
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5. That nothing was accomplished during the first
period, (1635-1776).
6. That the first secondary schools were established during the second period. 10

10. The history and development of the St. John's
Academy were completed in this chapter because the
purpose of this study is to discuss primarily the
public secondary school. However, no study of secondary education in Indianapolis is complete without some recognition of the early academy.

CHAPTER V

SECONDARY EDUCATION

I~

INDIANAPOLIS IN

TH~

THIRD PERIOD. 1860 - 19lQ.
Chapter IV deals with the status of secondary education in Indianapolis to the end of the second period,
1635-1860.

Two bold ventures belonged to the first two

periods, namely the establishment and subsequent failure
of the first public high school and the establishment and
following development of the St. John1s Academy.

This

chapter will consider the condition of secondary education
in Indianapolis during the third period, 1860-1910.

A. Shortridge High School
1. Historical

Sket~h.,1860~1$lO.

Indianapolis had no high school for six years, between
1858 and 1864, because the people would not continue to
provide funds for the Indianapolis High School, the first
1. Hyman and Cottman - "Centennial History of Indiana ft •
Hollenbeck Press, Indianapolis, Indiana, 1915~>p. 50.
40
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high school of the city for which public support had been
asked.

In 1863 a new superintendent of the city schools

was chosen.

Abraham C. Shortridge was the new leader, and

he soon changed the trend of opinion.

In a year he had

effectively reorganized the institution which was again
designated as the Indianapolis High School.

The old First

Ward Building, lace, ted where the Nancy Hart Candy Store
now stands, housed the new school for a time with Mr.
William A. Bell as principal.

From that time to the pres-

ent, 1864-1929, a continuous organization has been maintained, despite frequent changes of location.

From 1867

to 1872 the classes of the reorganized high school were
conducted in the old Second Presbyterian Church on the corner of the Circle and Market Street.

In addition the sec-

ond floor of what is now Public School No. 8 wa.s used.

Stu-

dents from the south Bide of Indianapolis formed the student body.

This grew in enrollment until it was finally

designated as High School No.2.

A permanent site was se-

cured in 1872 by the purchase of land at the corner of Pennsylvania and Michigan Streets, upon which ground stood the
building formerly occupied by the Baptist Female Seminary.
It was in these formative years while the school was
still in temporary quarters tha.t the great teaching staff
was assembled.

Dr. David Starr Jordan taught for a short
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time, and Dr. Alembert Brayton came from the University of
Chicago to be Dr. Jordan's successor.
Miss Roda

Miss Charity

Dye~

and Mr. George Hufford came to the Ind-

Selleck~

iananolis High School and helped to ma.ke the insti tution
famous.

Later~ in the new bui ldings, the "Four Immort~ls"~2

"'iss Laura

Mr. Eugene

Donnan~

Mueller~

Mrs. Angeline P.. Carey,

and Miss Amelia. Platter, were instructors until retired in
June~

1928.
The high school classes were taught in the Baptist Fe-

male Seminary Building until April, 1884, when the old building which had been declared unsafe was torn

down~

stead a new one was erected on the same site.

a.nd in its

During the

time tha.t the buildinG: was being construc ted~ the classes were
taught in the basements of the Roberts Park and Meridian Street
Methodist Churches.

The new two

story~

twenty-four room struc-

ture which latE:'r became known as the IIOld Building" was completed in

March~"

1885, but the steady increase in

attendance~

together with the expansion necessitated by demand for better
facilities for the teaching of certain
room imperative.

subjects~

made more

As a consequence, in 1897 new quarters were

provided for the chemical laboratory by enlarging and equipping
for that purpose a small house standing on an adjoining lot to
the north of the school "building.

This afforded temporary re-

relief for the overcrowded condition of the high school and
2. Senior Annual-Shortridge High School Publication~ 1928;~Echo
~rinting"Off~ce, 8hortr~dge .High ~~ahool, Indianapolis~ Ind.,
pp. 15-17.
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removed to a desirable distance, the disagreeable odors,
which were the necessary a,ccompaniment of a.
oratory.
Sch~ol,

chemi~al

lab-

At this time, 1897, the name, IndianaD01is High
was changed to Shortridge High School in honor of

Mr. A. C. Shortridge who re-organized the high school in
1864 and ably superintended the city schools from 1863 to
1874.

Thus were recognized and rewarded the foresight and

enterprise of this progressive thinker and advocate of secondary education. 3
It was in the summer of 1901 that a two-story addition
of eight rooms, later designa.ted as the IIAnnex ll , was built
upon the land at the east of the main building.

In this

new building provision was made for the art department by
fitting up two rooms for the art classes.
tistically
re~tl

finish~d

These rooms, ar-

and equipped with excellent ffiode1s, were

studios.
The school continued to grow at a most unexpected rate,

and another effort was rrEde in 1904 to relieve the overcrowded cond.ition.

The frame building near North Street was

wrecked, and there was erected a three story thirty-six room
edifice which was expeoted to relieve the over-taxed capacity
of the .Bchoo1 for all time.

Within twenty years, however,

the halls were again conjested, and the top floor of Benjamin
Harrison School, one block north, was utilized for the in3.

Unpublished material in Shortridge High Sohool Library.
Indianapolis, Indiana.
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coming freshmen cla.sses.

For the next twenty-five years

Shortridge High School consisted of the "Old Building ll ,
the

II

Annex" , and the "New Buildingll , which were located

on North Pennsylvania Street between 1l.ichigan and North
Streets. 4 This completes the historical account of this
particular high school for the third period, 1860-1910.
2. Oourse of Study - Shortridge High School.

From its inception the Shortridge High School reflected the national atti tude toward secondary education.
In the first high schools of the nation, the college preparatory aim was a vital objective; consequently it was
most natural thl;' the Shortridge High School Oourse of
Study showed the same trend.

In Indianapolis, as well as

elsewhere, there wa.s a taci t under-lying assumption that
the courses which constituted the best preparation for
college formed the most adequate foundation for successful
practical life.

Tables V and VI list the courses which

students with oollege aspirations should follow:

4.

Senior Annual - Shortridge-High School Publica-tion, 1928,
Echo Printing Offioe, Shortridge High Sohool, Indianapolis,
Ind., p. 16.
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TABLE V
OOURSE OF STUDY - SHORTRIDGE HIGII_SCHOOL 5
1900
COLLEGE PREPARATORY - SCIENTIFIO COURSE
First Yea.r
English I-II
!'Math. I-II
!La.tin I-II
French
I-II
Physiog. I-II
History I-II
Harmony 1- II
Music I-II
Phys. Training

Second Year
Engl i ah _.!~!.- IV
Math. III-IV
Caesar I-II
French III-IV
Drawing I-II
Botany I-II
zoology I-II
Harmony III-IV
Phys. Training
-'

Foulrth Year
English VII-VIII
History V-VI
IMath. VI
Com l 1. Geog.
Physics
Chemistry
'Adv.Grammar
' Electives
Phys. Training

Third Year
l!:nglish V-VI
History I II-IV
.....__.. _Math. V
Oivics I-II
Drawing III-IV
Physiology
---=y}•G emistry I-II
I' Physics I-II
Phys. Training
I

I
I

,

I

TABLE VI
COUR~~

OF STUDY - SHORTRIDGE HIGH SCBOOL

COLLEGE PIl.EP§RA_TORY - OLASSICAL COUJ:1.SE
First Year
English I-II
Math. I-II
Latin I-II
.......:.....
,
French
I-II
---Phys1og.
i----.
Music
Phys. Training
C

5.

Second Year
Third Year
English III-IV. English V-VI
Math. III-IV
Math. V-YI
Caesar I-II
Hi$tory I-II
F'rench
III-IV ' French V-VI
..
Botany I-II
Chemistry I-II
zoology I-II
Physic e I-II
Phys. Training
Phys. Training

I

Fourt,b Year
.---English VII-VIII
Math. VII
Trigonometry
. -I
History V-VI
Ohemistry III-IV
Physics III-IV
Phys. :rraining
.."-"

Oourses of Study for Shortridge High Schools - Reference
files of S. H. S. Library, Indianapolis, Ind., 1900.
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The folloWing quotation from liThe Circular of Information ll showed the

im~ortance

of the college preparatory func-

tion in the first public high school of Indianapolis:
lilt is urged that all pupils prepa.ring
for college should, at the outset, choose the
pa.rticular college and meet the requirements
of that institution. Oolleges require fifteGn
or more units for entler!ce. A unit io &. full
year, or two of our credits, hence college
preparation requires thirty or thirty-two of
our credits. The following courses carried
successfully will usually admit the student to
any college: four years of English, on.e year
of history, t"o and one-half to three ye8.rs of
mathematics, four years of Latin or a modern
language, with three years of e second language, and ore year of science or, as an equivalent, one year of a third language selected from
Latin, French, Spanish, or Greek. The certificate privileg~ for college entrance was extended
to Shortridge High Bchool by many of the l~ading
colleges and universi ti es of the country. \I P
The college preparatory aim took precedence over all
other objectives.

The required courses were so many that

the student had virtually no choice; elective courses were
not for the high school student of the third period (18601910) •

As time advanced the desire to serve the boys and girls
who had college aspirations was tempered by another purpose.
The great numbers of students who did not want to prepare for
college must be given every opportunity and stimulus to reach

6. Circular of Information - Shortridge High School Publication, Indianapolis, Indiana., 1900. p. 4.
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the highest possible attainment.
sUbjects were introduced.

About 1888 commercial

The following quotation from

r>

LYOlmo shows the populari ty and need for business 8ub-

j ects:

"Commercial subjects were taught in
early colonial times, but it was not until
after 1900 that they became prominent in
the high school curricula. From 1893-1915
the number of cQmmeroial subjects increased
1,700 percent. u7
Indi.anapoli8 tried to keep step with this national
trend; consequently the f0llow-ing course a.s shown in Table
VII was

necessary~

Note - Indianapolis made an effort to introduce the commercial subjects as early as 1856 - See IICourse of Study Indianapolis High School". The undertaking was a failure.
See Ohapter IV of this study.
'l.,

Lyonn - II The High School ll - Riverside Education Monograph 1910. Houghton, Mifflin Co., New York. p. 19.
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TABL.E VII

GOUR8E OF STUDY - SHORTRIDGE HIGH SC500L

8

1900
BUSINESS COURSE

Second Year

First Year

English I-II , English III-IV
Math. I-II
Math. III-IV
History I-II ,Steno~ypy.I-II
Music
Type I-II
Phys. Training stenog. I-II
Type I-II
PhySiOl. I-II
PeIllllanship
Phys. Training
...

, Third Year

Fourth Year

English V-VI
,Chemistry I-II
Physics I-I I
Bkkg. I-II
Stenog. III-IV Bkkg. III-IV
History V-VI
Type III-IV
Civics I-II
Com'l. Law I
Com' 1. Geog.
Com'l. Law II
Adv • Grammar
Type I-II
Office Training Spanish III-IV
Bus. Organize
Spanish I-II
Phys. Training Phys. Training
I

I

I

I

.1

After the introduction of business courses, pupils who
planned to enter business life were given an excellent opportunity to
Since it

~Tepar8

1;',1').£

themselves for their chosen line of work.

an accepted fact that commercial students needed

a. general educa.tion as well as special trai ning, it was the

purpose of the business course to emphasize both of these
needs; consequently the course was so organized that the
first two years were given almost completely to the study of
acanemic SUbjects, and the
8.

See footnote,p. 45.

last~o

years were given to the
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study of

co~erci~l

courses.

Table VII gives the sug-

gested plan and sequence for this particular type of work.
Pupils who wished to prepare for general office work were
advised to study bookkeeping, penmanship and spelling,
commercial ari thmetic, business organization, and commersial law.

Those who wanted to prepare for secretaryships

were required to study stenography, ster:.otypy , typewriting,
office training,

~enman8hip

and spelling, envanced grammar,

commercial English, commercial geography, history, civics,
and commercial law.
3. Resul ts
During the third period (1860-1910), India.napolis made
progress in the field of secondary education.

The reorgan-

ization and the subsequent successful development of Shortridge High School were assured.

Since it was the first free

tax-supported high school in Indianapolis, the success of
this undertaking demonstrated that the people at large were
beginning to appreciate the value of secondary schools.

The

college preparatory aim was always foremost, but about 1888
an interest in students other than future college matriculants was beginning to ansert itself in the provision for
commercial students.

Nevertheless, the emphasis on the aca-

demic phas6 of secondary education remained one of the funda-
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mental characteristics of early secondary education in Indianapolis.

There

W~8

practically no provision for the de-

velopment of such qualities as initiative or relative values becaUAe the courses were prescribed and the electives
were few indeed.
During this third period (1860-1910), a second high
school, na.mely the Indul?tr!sl Training HiG:'h School was
founded.

In order to appreciate the need for this high

school, the im,ortance of manual training as a neW form of
education must be realized.
About 1876 a manual training exhibi t, sponsored by the
Russian government, was beld at the Pbiladelphia Centennial
Exposi tion.

Educators from sane parts of the UniiEd

and other countries attended this demonstration and

State~
omUl_

·t-1on ad: manual. training as a valuable form of educational
activity.

Soon afterwards, in 1880, the St. Louis Manual

Training High School was founded, tbus giving expression
to this new form of education.

This interest in manual

training was one of the many steps in the process of differentiation which oegan in the secondary schools.

Since

~

life itself had become more specialized, and new professions
a~d

industries were fostered and Bupported, wider prepara-

tion, with more attention to individual needs,' must be
aVailable.

Naturally the schools were called upon to meet
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thi s responsi bi 1 i ty; consee: uently the secondary schools
we~e

compelled to offer, in

~lace

of the former uniform

curriculum, several rarallel ourricula. 'The change from
a general and inclusive type of life to one that was
specialized and exclusive and the growth of city yopulations were responsible for the introduction of manual
"
. t 0 t'ne Gcnoo
' 1 8' • 9
t raInIng
In
Then again the associated psychologists, who proved
that correlation of manual training and other subjects not
only related and classified knowledge but also supplied
added interest and insight for other branches of the curricuIum, were responsible for a certain amount of interest in
manual training.

Maris M. Proffit'

said, "'fhere is a grow-

ing conViction that manual training can make decided and
direct contribution to the school program and constitute
the best agency for realizing some phases of the generally
10
accepted aims of secondary education".

B. Industrial Training High 5chool
1. Historical Sketch tQ 1910.

9 .. Monroe, Walter S. and Weber, Oscar F. - I'The High School ll •
Doubleday, Doran, and Co.,Garden City, New York, 1928,
pp. 387~93,
10.• Proffit, M~ris M. - "Industrial Education", U. S. Bureau
of Education, Bulletin 1927, No. 29. Washington, p. 11.
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As an outgrowth of this new interest in manual training and the increased school population at the Indianapolis
High School, the Indianapolis Board of School Commissioners
decided that a new high school, the essential features of
which should be courses in manual training, should be built.
In 1890 an experiment dealing with the introduction of
classes in woodworking was tried in the Inaiananolis High
School.

The success of these clasRes led teachers and

school officials to understand better the need for more adequate courses in manual training; consequently the citizens
who endorsed the new high school movement united in asking
the General Assembly of the State to permit the Indianapolis
School Boa.rd to levy a tax for the maintenance of a.n industrial secondary school.

In 1891 Otto Stechen succeeded in

getting a ball through the legislature; hence the establishment of the new high school was assured. 11
Immediately after the passage of the bill which favored
the erection of the proposed high school, the Board of School
Oommissioners bought the tract bounded by Merrill Street and
Madison Avenue and awarded the contract for the building of
the new school.

The bUilding was completed and ready ror

ocoupancy in February, 1895.

Five hundred and twenty-six

11.. Hvm,&.n and Cottman, - 1I0entennial History of Indianalll) Hollen\:reS'B~ I,ndt..ar..ap.o.:!.ls', Indiana, 1915, p. 50.
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students, including two hundred and seventy-eight boys
and two hundred and forty-eight girls, composed the fiTst
student body.

Twenty-two teachers were employed to care

for the large student bodyf 2 Students from old high school
No. 2 (See Historical Development of Indiansryolis High
School) were transferred to the new high school.
Dedicatory exercises were held in May, 1895.

Among

the speakers for this important occasion were such men
as:

Mr. David M. Gauss, Superintendent of the Schools;

Mr. John P. Frenzel, President of the Board of School Oommissioners; Dr. L. O. Mendenhall and Mr. otto Stecben,
prominent citizens who were Vitally interested in secondary
education.

The school was known first as tbe Industrial

'I'raining School , later as the ;y:cl.nua1 Training High School,
and fina.11y

E_G

the Emmerich 1ianua1 Training H·

c a1J. ed in mer.col' y of li.r. Charles E.
first principal of the school

School, so

mer ich, who was th e

a~d ~ho

put his best efforts

and entire thought into molding the school into an institution of 1earnine that would compare favorably with the best
schools of the United States. 13
The second high school of Indianapolis was a success
from its first

or~anization,

due no doubt to the hard work

lB.. HaTy J. Spiegel - "Records of E.M.T.H.S. Deve1opment 1t

•

Indianapolis, Indiana, 1928. p. 40.

1..3.. Editoria1- II Mind and Hand" E.M.T.H.S. Publication, March
1895. p. 47.
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and earnest efforts of both students and teachers.

Mr.

George E. Fellows of the University of Ghicago said,
after visiting the school in 1896,

~My

own impression is

that here in the Industrial Training School is esta.blished
the proper relation between an industrial and secondary
school.

A visitor is

a~t

to speak most about the things

that he can see, of laboratories, of machines and equipment, but he should not overlook the fact that this school
has a corps of strong teachers in history, mathematics,
language, and literature, who conduct a complete high
school course.

~anuel

training is here not a fad, but it

is here so combined wi th other tra.ining as to put into
practice the best educational theories of the present day.lI1j
Perhaps it is worth noting that Mr. Err.merich was never
satisfied with the name, Industrial Training School, because he believed that it classified the school as one in
which training for the trades

wat:

the chief object ive.

thought of the school as a penal institution.

As

8.

Some

conse-

quence, he was instrumental in having it changed to Manual
Training High School.

He interpreted M. T. H. S. as follows:

M eta.nde for manliness, T for truth, E for honor, and S for

sincerity.

Only five years were required to ma.ke the school

11. The Booster. E.M.T.H.S. Publication, Vol: 37, February
18, 1927, p.l.
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ar.. ectual progressive organization.

The enriched curricu-

lum, including manual training courses was in operation,
and organizations, developing from the literary, artistic,
musical and athletic interests of the pupils, were functioning.

The students, faculty, citizens, and Mr. Emmer-

. ich, all working together, gave the sohool a firm foundation from wtich developed the E.M.T.H.8. of the fourth
period, 1910-1929.
The program of studies for Industria.l Training School
was unique.

For the first time in I ndia.napoli6 industrial

a.rts, including woodworking and domestic science, were included in the first schedule.

Table VIII which follows

gives the subjects studied in 1895-1896.
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TABLE VIII
INDUSTRIAL TRAINING SGHOOL
PROGRAU OF STUDIES 15
SEPT. 1895 - FEB. 1896.
10: 15

11:00

to
9:30

to

to

10:15

11:00

to
11.: 4·5

Eng.

Eng.

Eng.

8:45

9:30

Wood rlorking
Eng.
Phy SiCB
Eng.
Eng.
Latin Latin
Wood 1IJ0rking
E~g.

Bkkg.
.!t'r.

Draw.

Phy ~iC6

All·

Alg.

For g1ng
Ger •
.Ger.
Geom. a·eom.
Stenog.
Hist. Hiat.
Coo ~lng
Coo Iring
Eng.
Alg.
Alg.
Eng.
Eng.
Alg.
Stenog

Alg.

!

1:15

to
2:45

2:00

Eng.

-

Eng.

Latin
MB~h.

Civil
Eng.
Gov't
Latin
Le:ti:l
Woodwo king

Eng.

Eng.

Eng.

~iaw.

~r.
raw.

Phys cs
Alg.
Alg.
FOl'g ng .

Ger.
Tri{i;.
S'tenog.
Hiet.
HiEt.
Cooki ng;
Sewi! g
Eng.
Eng.
Alg.
Eng.
Alg.

Stenog. Stenog.

Dra.w.

4:15
I

l::.1r.
Theme:s

Woodw( rking
Eng.

Chemj etry

Fr•

3:30
to

to
3:30
Eng.

Woodwo I king
Eng.

2:45

2:00

to

Chern! stry
Latin
MaCh.

'1'.

Eng.

Erraw. - Er.
. raw.

Phys' cs

Alg.
Forg ng
~

(Jer.
GeT.
Geom.
Alg.
Stenog. Stenog. Stenog.
His t.
HiEt.

Oook

ng

Eng.
Alg.

SewiI g
Eng.
Alg.
Eng.
Alg.

Alg.

Alg.

Stenog. Stenog.

15. Program of Studies for E.M.T,H.S.} Manual Office, Indianapolis, Ind., 1895.
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2. Course of Study - Manual Training High School.
The course of study for the Manual Training High School
showed at least three interesting trends.
Fi rEt, techn ical a.!lQ.. industrial educa tiim of var ious
types, with emphasis on the vocational subjects, were iIl_cluded for the first time in Indianap01is in
studies.

Manual Training High School

~as

f;,

program of

the very first

high school in In6ianapolis and among the first in the United States to introduce the manual

trainin~

subjects. The

following subjects were included under the her.d of Manu(",l
Training:

Woodworking, forging, foundry, machine fitting,

freehe.nd drawing,

mechanic~l

ctrawing, cooking, emd sewing.

In close connection with this trend was the importance
pla.ced '.:,)on business courses; pupils who did not expect to
enter college, but who wished to secure business employment
in~ediately

upon graduation were arlvised to center upon the

sten.ographic-clerical, "bookkeeping-clerical, or general
salesmanship work.

All credits earned in the commercial de-

partment counted toward

c~aduation.

Second, the college preparatory function was not eliminated, but it was not so dominant as in the 3tortridge
course.

Pupils who planned to enter college were urged to

choose the college which they would la.ter attend, learn the
requirements of the institution, and pursue the studies

fiB

required for admission.

The old studies inherited from

previous periods were still retained, but theJ yielded in
prestige to soienoe, history, and physical studles.
study of the present was in the

fo~eground;

The

the study of

the past was primarily for soholarship or perspeotive.
Third, the eleotive field was greater as i8 demonstrated by the decrease in required subjects.
Table VIII).

(See

All pupils were required to carry at

least four units of work, two of whiob were required,
namely, English and Mathematios.

Three years of Eng-

lish with one year of senior themes, two years of mathematios, aDd one year of soienoe were required for graduation; all other sUbjeots were elective.
1

3. Results
During the third period, 1860-1910, Indianapolis made
progress in the fleld of secondary education by the establishment of a seoond high sohool, Manual Tralnlng High
Sohool, and the introduction of manual tralnlng as a reoognized and vital part of the course of studies.

The hlgh

sohool was beooming more democratio as demonstrated by
the provislons made for students other than prospective
oollege matriculants.

CHAPTER VI

SECOr1DARY EDUCATION IN INDIANAPOLIS
DURING THE FOURTH.PERIOD. 1910-1929.
Ohapter II of this dissertation classifies the fourth
period in the development of second.ary edu.cation in the
United Sta.tes as the ItComprehensive High School Period,
1910-1929.

It is pointed out that the beginning of the

fourth period could be traced to the Report of the Committee of Ten in 1893, but that changes in educational
pI"actice were relatively sliCht until 1910.

The interval

from 1910 to 1929 will be desi,;::,ated, therefore, as the
nOomprehensive High School Period.

II

Before discussing the secondary education situation
in Ind.ianapolis for this particular era) it will be il-'
luminating to note the general national trend of secondary
education.

On July 6, 1910, the Department of Secondary

Education of the National Education Association adopted a
resolution recommending a liberalizing of college entrance
requirements.

This led to the appointment of the Com59
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mittee of Nine on the Articulation of High School and
College which reported at the meetings in Ju1 y 1913.1 From
this commi ttee sprang the Commission on Reorgani7-a,tion of
Secono..ary Education which defined the relation of secondary education to other divisions of the educational system.
The commission explicitly advocated that lithe secondary
school should admit all pupils who would derive greater
benefit from the secondary Bchool than from the elementary
school tl and that I1secondary education may be defined as
applying to all pupils of approximately twelve to eighteen
years of age".2 Other statements indicate that the oommission was thinking in terms of "al1 the children of all
the people lt • 3 These statements certainl y indicate that the
leaders in the field of secondary education would have the
high school program planned for all pupils of secondary
Bchool £J.ge.

The trend since 1918 has been toward a more

pronounced acceptance of these principles.

Rapidly chang-

ing social conditions have altered the scope of work of
all institutions of Bociety to such an extent that the
secondary school stands in a new but very significant relation to the community which it serves.

Consequently, in

1. "Ca.rdinal Principles of Secondary Education'". U. S.
Bureau of Education Bulletin, 1918, No. 35. washington
Government printing Office, 1918, p. 20.
2. Ibid., p. 17.
3. Ibid., !). 19.
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this new era, 1910-1929, secondary administration is
charged with the responsibil1ty of organizing the program
of courses within the high school

80

that each student

who comes to high school may find the curriculum which
best serves his own peculia.r need. 4
Chapters IV and V show the influence of the national
secondary movements upon the secondary education situation
in Indianapolis during the first three periods.

The pur-

pose of Chapter VI is to follow the development of secondary education in Indianapolis from 1910 to 1929.

The

final steps in the development of Shortridge High School
and Manual Training High School will be noted and the
study of Arsenal Technical Schools, a typica.l comprehensive high school of Indianapolis, will be made.
A. Shortridge High

Sc.~ool.

,

1. Historical Sketch to 1929.

After 1910 Shortridge High School enrollment increased so rapidly that the 2,000 mark was passed.

The

maximum number of students that could be accomodated
was many less than 2,000; so earnest efforts were inaugurated to take care of the excessive numbers.

The

4. Milo H. Stuart, - tiThe Organization of a Comprehensive
High School". New York: The Ma.cmillan Compa,ny, 1926,
p.4.
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daily schedule

W8;S

lengthened and classes were taught in

every possible available space.

In 1923 the board of

school commissioners knew that immediate steps must be
taken in order to alleviate the over-crowding; therefore
a high school building program, including a new Shortridge, was adopted.

Land at the corner of Meridian and

Thirty-fourth Streets was purchased and architect's plans
were approved.

After much ha.rd work and co-operation

from all concerned, the new Shortridge was completed in
November 1928.

After the Thanksgiving vacation, pupils

and teachers were at work in the new Shortridge at
Meridian and Thirty-fourth Streets.
It is said that the new high school, constructed at
a cost of more than

~1,300,OOO,

is one of the most

modern secondary schools in the entire country.
,

constructed so as to include the following:
nasiuras with two sets

~f

It is

two gym-

locker rooms and showers;

thea.te r or auditor i urn; conservatory and herbarium; ar t
gallery

#

specially designed and constructed; echoless

library; hospital; largest cafeteria in town; eightyeight classrooms; labora.tories and special rooms for
coolcing, sewing, ar t, music,
~1al!;mEtn

C110 i

r, e,nd ba.nd.

Mr. A. F.

says, "A specis.l feature is the amount of daylight

in each room; it has more window space than any other
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school in the country".5

It is so planned that 3,080

students can be housed from morning to night.

However,

one of the moet unique features of this building is
that it consists of three buildings, joined together
but all individuo.l units c':'Jjiplete wi thin themselves.
the year 1928 really marked the end of an era,

th~

So

com-

pletion of fifty-six years that Shortridge spent in the
building on North

Pen~sylvania

and. lI:orth Streets.

Street, between uichigan

:Mr. GeOI\::}3 Buck, rl.'esent principal

of Shortridge High School is proud of what has been accomplished during this time, so he remarks, IIShortridge
is jealous of her record, and we will not let down the
bars when we move II •

6

2. Course of Study - Shortrid.ge High School.

ed in Chapters IV and V that the

It was demonst

Shortridge program of studies was largely a.cademic or
call ege prepara.tory; however the same program offered
mercial SUbjects in

a~

effort to serve those students who

had no college ambition.
shows the same trends.
5. Wal sman, A. F.,

corr~

A study of the 1928 program

The

f~~lowing

quotation from the

Our Oi ty Schools ll • Vol. I, No.2,
Nov. 27, 1928, p. 19.
6. The ImHa.napolif: NeilS, - Editorial, November 23, 1928,
p. 10.

II
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last progra.m of studies shows the importa:c..ce of preparat ion for coll,ege:
nIt is urged that all pupils preparing
for co11ege should, at the outset, choose the
par ticul Fi.r c:olL::ge for \itlch preparation is
to be made and fashion the course to meet the
requirements of that institution.
The following courses ore required: four years of English,
two yeaTs of history, three yea-rs of mathematics,
four years of La.tin or a modern la.ngue,ge, three
years of a second langue.ge, and two years of
science. 1I7
Table IX which i8 a section of the 1928 program shows
the development of the commercial sUbjects.
TABLE lX'
COURSE OF STUDY IN SHORTRIDGE HIGH SCHOOLS
SEPTEMBER- 192B.
l;)econd Year

First Year

,

i

: r'o1.:lrth Year
'Third Year
Sh.III
She I
Sh.II
She IV
Type I
Type!! TypeIII TypeIV
Spell.
Comll.
Geog.
Com t 1Arith

AQV.

Market. Buying
Diet.
Bus.
Bus.
B\lS.
Train.! Train. I I ' Organ.
Bkkg. I Bkkg. II
0!'1'10e

Tre.in.

I

Comll.
I

I

-"-_. __ .

Eng.

__ .

._._-_.

I

M.. Tr. I ~'rJ'_._I_~.

__J:.Tr. il.iJ/Jr. IV M. Tr. V

M.Tr.VI M. TT .. VII

Bkkg.III
Maoh.
Opere
Sa.les.
CClm'l. Law
Type Only
CreditsCollect.
M.Tr.. VIII,

7. Course of Study in S.H.S., Vol.V, No. I, Oct. 1929, P., 2.
8. Ibid., p. 5.
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At the present tirne J 1929, Ghortridge does not off,er
a two-year commercial course, but cormnercial credits are
COWl ted

toward graduation.

It will be Been in Table IX

that mili tary training is a part of the progra,m.

This

work was introduced during' the time of the World War and
has grown in importance.

In general the Shortridge program

is academi,c.
B. Emmerioh JJlnual Training High School

It wa.s pointed out in the introduction to this chapter
that one of the characteristics of the fourth period, 19101969, was increased. enrollment in secondary sch_oole.

Emmer-

ich Manual Training Hl gh SctooJ. 600n reached the maxtmum enrollment f':>1' its capacity.

About 1924 f"flother addition was

necessary if the school was to continue to produce satisfactory results.

All work 1n£ide the present bUilding was

to be completed by September, 1924
not be interrupted.
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that claeswork would

The building pla.n included new art

rooms, additional lavoratories J improved science laboratories, shower room for the girls, additional claesrooms,
and

f!

new boiler plant.

"This complete plan for thea.e-

velopment of l.M. T, H.S., cost the school ci ty $437,485. ,,9
Another representative phase of the development of
9. The IndIanapol-ie News ·Edi torial - June 15, 1925, p. 10.
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Manual .is the athletics.

From the beginning this scbool

fostered wholesome healthful athletics.

Long before an

athletic a.ssociation was formed or a gymne,situn was bUilt,
the value of athletics was recognized.

The direotors of

the Indianapolis Founda.tion watched the growth of athletics
a-:t Manual, and in 1927 they decided to purchase an a thletie
field from interest which had accrued on money from the
Delavan Smith bequest.

The ground is known as the Delavan

Smith Memorial Field, a seven acre tract of land north of
Pleasant Run Boulevard between Madison Avenue and Pennsylvania Street.

The Foundation has constructed a

track~

base-

ball diamond, tennis courts, a.nd a bathhouse on the field. IO
"The Delavan Smith Memorial Field,"says

]fiI'.

E.H.K. Mc

Comb, principal of Manual, lI\\'ill round out the present facilities for physical and health education at E.M.T.H.S. in a
very appr

ate way.

Oertainly a playing field giving

fe~

cilities for' wholesome, healthglving, outdoor sport is a fine

-

thought.

Such a field will make a beautiful memorial for one

interested in the education of boys and girls, for it is the
investment in the health and ha.ppiness of many generations of
h 19h school yOWlgsters. till
2. Course of

Stud~

- Manual Training HigU

Sohool - 1928.
1 D:= The Indianapol is f~ews Editorial - June 20, 1926.

11. The Indianapolis News Editorial - May 18, 1926.
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It was shown in Oha.pters IV and V that Manual Training
High School offered a general high school course and definite
training in manual training subjects and business or commercial pursuits.

The course for 1928 shows that the original

aims have been retained and developed.

Manual training for

the boys includes woodworking, forging, pattern-making, and
machin~

shop.

For the girls the following are listed:

home

nursing and management, food study, clothing, and millinery.
A two-year commercial course, in which elementary business
training is given is part of the reg1ilar schedule.
work, if successfully done, merits a diploma.

This

The commer-

cial students may register for the sa,lesmanship courses.
This type of work provides for certain periods of daily cla.ss
instruction and for definite hours of work in selected stores
or offices. 12 Thus the school and the stores work together in
close cooperation for the ultimate success of the high school
student.

It is instructive to note that Manual

Traini~g

High

School has followed the original plan and has developed a
program of studies in which manual training is emphasized.
C. Arsenal Technical Schools.
1. Historica·l
to 1929.
..
_ Skectch
___
~-

L··~

During the fourth period, 1910-1929, when education of
12. Course of Study, Emmerich Manual Training High School,
Indianapolis, Indiana, June 1926.
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all of the children of high school age was universally accepted as a slogan, the Arsenal Technical School of Indianapolis was established.

Early in the winter of 1912,

the overcrowded conditions in

Shortrid~e

High School and

Emmerich lianual Training High School demanded reli ef.

The

Board ':'f School Commissioners did not own property adjacent
to either school sufficiently large enough for the erection
of an addition.

Besides, an addition to one of the schools

would not relieve the conjestion in the other.

It was out

of the question to bUy a site and launch a whole new high
sohool in time to meet the emergency.

The only feasible

plan was to find a loca,tion where a sufficient number of
beginning pupils of both schools might be accomodated.

If

they were given all the studies open to beginners at either
school - the list is not large - they could at the end of
the year transfer to the school of their choice, and continue their work without interruption.

The arrangement

would, at least, give breathing space in which to formulate
a plan for permanent relief.
Indianapolis has, from the first, been oommitted to
the

~olicy

of allowing eighth grade graduates free choice of

high schools.

How to cause an appreciable number of eighth

grade graduates who otherwise would attend Shortridge or
!t~,r:ual,

to choose to attend a temporary sohool was s" puzzle.

6S

It was eVident that two condi tions must be met to ma.ke the
plan succeed.

First, the management and faculty of the

school must be such as to convince parents, from the outset, that the work done would be on a par with that of other
high schools.

Second, the location must be appealing enough

in point of convenience to make pupils willing to
ing with a crowd at Manual or Shortridge.

fc~ego

be-

It is a fact that

boys and girls of the adolescent age love a crowd.

The first

of these conditions could be met by making the new school an
overflow of one of the others - under the same management,
part of the faculty being transferred from such school, or
working part of the time in one school, part of the time in
the other school.

The decision was merle to organize an over-

flow of the Cha.rles E. Emmerich Manual Training High School.
It remained to find the location.

There was one site

ideal from so many standpoints as to be in a class all by itself.

This was the Arsenal Grounds, a tract of seventy-six

acres lying between East Michigan, East Tenth, Oriental
Streets, and Woodruff Place.

The one material drawback was

the fact that the title to its possession was involved in

~

litigation; the grounds were in charge of a receiver pending
the decision of the Supreme Court, and no lease could be obtained except such as might be terminated within a few days.
To offset this, however, was the fact that it was the city of
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Indianapolis which claimed the right to hold the grounds
in trust for practical school purposes.
Along with the possibility of permanent tenure, there
was the advantage which the location presented.
occupied a position of central vantage.

This site

The graduates of

Schools 3, 9, 15, 33, 54, 55, 57, and 58 lived nearer the
Arsenal Grounds than either of the other schools.

Moreover

the pupils were divided between S.H.S. and E.M.T.H.S. in
just the proportion that relief was needed. Out of the 219
who enrolled the first semester, 99 would have gone to S.H.S.
and 120 to E.M.T.H.S.

Manual was somewhat more crowded than

Shortridge, so, geographically considered, the location was
all that could be desired.
Second, as to beauty this seventy-acre tract had few, if
any, equals in possession of a, board of sohool commissioners
in any of our cities.

It was laid out by an expert landscape

ge.rdner of the U. 8. Government, 8...rJ.d it was cared for by the
Ordinance Department of the U. S. from 1862 to 1903.

Conse-

quently it had assumed the beauty and dignity worthy qf a
university campus.

It offered a freedom of outdoor life sup-

posed to belong only to the country.

There were many oppor-

tunities for the development of courses in agriculture and
allied industries.

In Short, all the advantages which the

ultimate full use of these grounds would bring to the boys
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and girls of our city became just so many inducements to
the School Board to enter into occupancy at once,

BO

that,

if the decision were favorable, a begiru1ing would already
be made.
Third, the emergency demanded buildings already erected.

This location supplied these in the form of the

three-story arsenal bUilding and the accompanying

artil~ery

building, barracks, power house, barns, and the guard house.
Of the eleven trade schoole which the Winona Teohnical Institute had started on these grounds, it now operated but
two.

Taken altogetter, in spite of the uncertain tenure,

the Superintendent of Schools and the School Commissioners
felt justified in announcing that a school for beginning
high school students, under the same mWlagement as the E.M.
T.H. S. would open on the Arsenal Grc-uncf', September, 1912.
Though Technical High School started as the branch of another
echool, it possessed from the outeet a marked atmosphere of
its own.

There was a feeling that it really possessed a

history reaching back to the time of the uncut forest.
The worda found in the old record of purchase of the
site,

II

a beautiful trac t of woodland, one and one-half miles

east of the ci ty of Indianapolis", established a direct connection between the site of the Technical High School and
the mystic tin:e of long ago when "the forest

prime~Jfll"

was
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the Qndisputed domain of the Red Man.
fully preserved by the

govel'l'lli~ent

The old trees care-

authori ties are replete

wi th suggestions of a.boriginf\.l America, of stirring events
in the Northwest Territory, and of the important incidents
in the settlement and development of Indiana.
Then came the abandonment of the site by the Federal
Government and the firing of the last sunrise gun on April
3, 1913, which marked the transformation of these battlements of war to temples of peace.

The bUildings once de-

voted to the manufacture of instruments that symbolized
hatred, strife, and destruction were now dedicated to good
Will, hearty cooperation, and the arts of peace.

Thus

these grounds are rich in the sacred memories of the past,
ill the expression of the activities of the present, and In
the prophecies of the highest civilization which is to be.
Opportunity had been given, in

May~1912,

to the SA

graauates to change their choice from Manual or Shortridge
to Technical; 219 pupils responded.

The dependableness of

those who made the choice may be estimated from the fact
that of that number 183 were on hand after the lapse of the
summer.

There was a bit of the flavor of romance in that

first gathering of the new. school on September 12, 1912.
The children came to the old Arsenal

B~ilding, m~~y

fresh from a..-" unaccustomed walk through the woods.

of them
When

they had entered the doorway under the square tower and
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climbed the queer winding stairs by the old elevator, they
found the second floor as yet much more suggestive of the
storing of ammunition in army days than of the school which
was to be.

The thin wooden partitions scarcely hid the

great thick walls; there were no desks) no tables, no booke,
no chairs, nor school paraphernalia of any kind in evidence.
The students were told that school could not start for a,
few days) and in spite of the barren looking prospect not
one wished to transfer or failed to appear on September 17.
Too much cannot be said of the fine spirit of loyalty which
from the first the faCUlty and student body inspired.

Eight

teachers began the work) now two hundred and fifty teachers
carryon the worle which they started.
At first it was not known whether this was really the
beginning of a high school or merely a temporary relief measure.

It became evident very early, however) that the changes

in our population and the increased proportion of those desiring a high school education were conditions which might
be depended upon, not only to keep up the crowding of Uanual
and Shortridge but to fill a third high school to overflowing, so that as each semester's work was completed by the
class Which had entered in 1912, the work of another semester was a.dded.
The decision of the Supreme Court, which would remove
the uncertainty of tenure, was delayed.

It was ex.pected
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within the year 1912-1913, but it did not come until May,
Every term thus far had been more or les8 interrupted

1916.

by unavoidable delays.

Under pressure of necessity the

seventh term started on a. sixteen period schedule continuing without interruption from 7:30 A. M. to 5:00 P. M.

Even

with this extended program,
pupils were on a half day Gched,
ule.
In spite of many difficulties, the scbool grew from
183 in September, 1912, to 1,400 in June, 1916, and to 5,500

in June, 1928.
f·~nrolled

It is interesting to note that 183 pupils

the first term.

pupils were graduated.

At the end of the fourth year 122
A pioneer school which can graduate

66% of its students has made a rec?rd of notable aohievement.
The school was commissioned by the state of Indiana in 1915.
In 1916 the North Oentral ABBocie,tion of Colleges and Secondary Schools honored Technical High School with membership
in its

organiz~tion.

The school authorities tried to keep in mind the motives
of those who desired that the site should be dedicated to the
industrial and civic development of Indianapolis.

iith a

firm determination to be loyal to the trust which came as a
?s.rt of

t~is

rich heritage, it was the aim, from the begin-

ning of the taSk, to shape the policy of the school so as to
stress the industrial and vocational phases of education.

To this end it was deemed wise to continue as far as possible the technical schools still rema.ining in oper<=..tion from
the regime of Winona Technical Institute.

~uch

valuable e-

quipment which had been installed was taken over and made
the beginning for the organization of some practical shop
courses for the new high school.

In addition to the con-

tinuation of these schools, it was the intention to restore
other schools that hed suspended

a~tion.

Moreover it was.

the plan to add from time to time as many new lines of vocational work as the study of Indianapolis industries
the need

~p~e

apparent~

Since th.e opening of Technical High School in 1912,
the enrollment has increased from 122 to more than 5,500 in
1928.

In addition the geographical aspect of the question

indicates the same increasing demands for the future.

The

school map of the city, Which divides the school territory
into quadrants shows that the northeast quadrant in which
A.T.S. is located supplies approximately 50 per cent of the
high school enrollment of the city.

Besides the above facts,

the most rapid expansion of the city's growth is toward the
north and east.
With the demands of the future, assuming these extraordinary proportions, the best trained" archi tects and the most
expert la!l.dscape gardeners have been employed to transform
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A.T.S. into one of the most noteworthy high school plante
in the United States.

For the sake of valuable historical

tradition, the gTOUp of gov6rnment buildings will be kBpt
intact.

New buildings will be added in such a way as to

preserve the old quadrangle.

On the east, between the ba.rn

and the residence, will be erected a large structure for
the work of applied science, household arts, and drafting.
On the north, near the center of the gro'lmda, the main building will be IOCR ted.

The quad.ransle inclosed by this grou,

of bUildings, old and new, will be developed to the highest
degree of beauty by landscape artists.

Immediately north

of the quadrangle will be the athletic field.

Much of the

present wooded tract will be retained as a true representation of nature in an Indian forest.

By this plan it is

hoped that the wonderful heritage of seventy-six acres which
has corne so oppoTtunely into the possession of the city, may
be administered in Buch a manner as to realize the maXimum
benefit from its resources.
2. Course of Study - Arsenal Technical
Schools - 1928.
The program of studies for Arsenal Technical Schools for
the term 1928-1929 shows that two types of schools have developed simultaneously.

They are as follows:
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a. The Technical High School.

This school offers a

full four-year high school course acoredited by

colleges~

universittes, and all professional accrediting agencies
and includes a wide range of pre-vocational and advanced
technical courses for those ...Dunils whose interests and a...

bilities be in those fields.

This four-year course is com-

prehensive in character but with emphasis on the technioal
phase of eduoation.
b. -The Fourteen
-- Vocational Sohools.
--

These schools

offer to those pupils of fixed occupational purpose and with
limited time for school an opportunity to get two years of
intensive training for one of the various occupations offered.
Briefly these occupations

i~lclude

the following: Automobile

Shop, ::achine Shop, Sheet Metal, Foundry, Plumbing, Pattern
Ma.king, Oabinet Making, oarpentry, -,:;ood and Metal
Electrical

Shop~

Flnishing~

Agrlcultu:re, Home Economics, Printing,

Drafting and Commercial Art.

In case a pupil who has begun

one of the vocational courses finds it possible to remain
lOT~r.·:er

in school ~ credi ts earned in the vocational school

may be applied toward fulfillment of
uation from

t~:.~

rec~irement8

for grad-

Technical High School.

The aim of the Arsenal Technical Schools 1s to provide
such opportw1ities as may meet the particular educational
needs of each pupil Who enrolls.

For some this means
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preparation for college) ei ther liberal arts or tecbnical.
For others it means such training

8,S

will prepare for use-

ful and profitable service in industry or commerce after the

student graduates from high school.

And for many who cannot

give sufficient time for the completion of the high school
course of four years, it means definite a,nd specific training for roaitions in industry.

It is the duty of each pupil

in consultation with his home to determine, as beat he may,
which of these three general forms of prepara,tion most nearly
meets his aims and ptu'poses - viz:
(1). Preparation for College.

(2). Hlgh School Course.
(3). Two-year VOc(l't~.onal Course.
After all these have receivsd consideration, there is
still a residue of those who have no plans, little amlJi tiona
'rolY of these children come because of the compulsory educa-

tion law.
group.

The occu.pational civi.cs course is open for th

A study is made of the occupations of the city and

later the occupations are clas.s1fied into their great groups.
The laboratory method is used, and many places are vis:' ted.
The hwnan, out-of-school air of tb is course interests the
boyar girl not wishing the confinement of the classroom. By
the end of the year he can make a more intelligent choioe of
studies.

If he qui ta, he has e, better grasp of wholesome
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opportunities in his own city.
From the above accou..'1t it is evident that the 6iet

L~o t

ive

many.

C:.l');~'ortunit

T~0

Arsen;\~.

iee of

entire TGnge of

Techn lc:;,.;. Schools are

ac~demic

subjects plus a

variety of technical subjects are offered.
who enters shc':ld 'bE:

C.::.ll'Sf}S

A.T. S.

of~>:::,s

a

~"'roCi~:-clH

that mske :')scible 5,500 curricula, each

to 5,500 t'!dividual needs.
Sch~':Jle

Every student

to find the .:..',}rriculum the.t will

at~~:;

best serve his particula.r rL.ed.
C:".'

wi~~

ada~~"~d

In other words Arsenal Technical

are an educatiom·,J. center wherein a fellow finds

himself, that is, A.T.B.

~ive

the pupil ample time in which

to decide \;hlCh craft or art he wishes to adopt as his life'
work.

:2 0 (:;1

8

of the distinct vocational schools, which con-

f ori.:lL'l to the 3r.d th-Eughp,s Ac t and the Indi

Vooati onal Law,

devotes one-half of :1'1e daily program to ehop instruction,
the relii::'.in(cr to i::J.etructt . . :- in mechanical drawing, ,applied
nlZlish., and applied mathematics. 13
It is instructive to n.ote that the Arsenal Technical
Schoole follow

3~

least three basic principl28, first, the

formation of a life purpose, second, the planning of an individual curriculum which shall use every resource the school

as to

f

d that purpose, third, the careful watching and

directing of the child as he progresses along the

chosen.

Arsenal Technical Schools may be classified as one of the
13. Report of the Committee of the Department of Superintendence on Objectives of Seoondary Education~ Uilo H.
Stuart. A discussion of the above report by Milo H. Stuart.
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best examples of an outstanding comprehensive high school
not only

i~

Indianapolis but in the entire United States.

The program of studies is fundamentally technical, but it
permits a wide academic choice. 14
In order to trace the development of secondary education in Indianapolis, four schools designated as Shortridge
High C8hool, St. John's Academy, Ewaerich Manual Training
Hi.:;h School, and Arsenal Technical Sohool were studi ed.

This study would not be complete without mention of the
new hi(';h sch:':;':>ls which have, on

ac~ount

of the increased

school population, been established.

The enrollment in the

secondary schools of Indianapolis has

incre~.8~d

wi th rapid

strides. 15 A study of Table X shows the truth of tha above
statement.

The enrollment in this particular city has

grown from 7,391 in 1921 to 11,688 in 1928.

14. Stuart, 1.:110 H., -

II The 6rganization of a Comprehensive
High School". The Uacmillan Company, New York, 1926,p. 52.
15. Bulletin of Indianapolis School Board, II The Indianapolis
High 8chools~ February, 1924.
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TABLE X

TOTAL

ENROLLh~NT

FQR HIGH SCHOOLS OF

INDIANAPOLIS - JURE 1921 - JUNE 1928.

Date
June
Jan.
June
Jan.
June
Jan.
June
Jan.
June
Jan.
June
Jan.
June

19211922
1922
1923
1923
1924
1924
1925
1925
1926
1926
1927
1927
Jan. 1928
June 1928

Total S.H.S. E:U. T.H. S. A.T.S,. B.R.H.S.. W• H. S. C,.A.,H.S.
7391 2144
1685
3562
1748
7731 2025
3958
4415
1887
8536 2234
,
4452
1984
8600 I 2164
2188
9140 2343
: 4609
9089 2333
2174
14473
.
4717
2364
9744 2514
•
4855
2288
, 9695 ' 2393
-,""
2497
5141
10155 8517
9,901 ' 2 466
5007
2428
;
5291
2497
10458 2670
5321
10346 - 2535
2490
5635 2591
108·98 2672
,250
4915
1214
863
1780
11344 2322
964
300
1775
1301
11686 2458
'1 4888
I

,

I

I

,

.

.<

I

Due" to the enthusiasm for secondary education, the Indianapolis boaxd of school commissioners in December) 1923)
adopt~j

a plan for two new high schools - Washington High

at Sheffield Avenue and

I~'ashington

S~~90~

Street and Cris:Qus Attucks
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High School at West and Twelfth Streets. 16 Although the
Washington High School· has been in operation for two years,
the enrollment is now 1170, very close to 1200, the saturation number.

Plans for the erection of a new building which

will house the vocational department end gymnasium are being
developed. l ? The Crispus Attucks, the colored high school,
has more pupils than can be housed comfortably.

Negotia-

tions for the purchase of land west of the present bUilding

are progressing.

At the present time the two new high

schools have reached the maximum enrollment.

Another sec-

onde:.ry school that should be listed is the Broad Ripple
High School, a suburban high school serving the needs of its
community.

The present enrollment is 412, four times as

many as the school was designed to accomodate.
the principal, says,

II

Mr. Ammerman,

The rapid expansion and growth of the

portion of the city which this high school serves justifies
immediate procedure in providing necessary relief.
present building is wholly inadequate

The

.1118

SJJ..mmary
It was the purpose of Chapter VI to show the following:
(1). That the Shortridge High School program of studies
is primarily academic.
16. Bulletin. .of.tndianapolis School Board, Feb., l'a28, p. 5.
17. The Ind ianapol i s News, "Report of School Board Meeting",
March, 1929.
18. Ibid., p. 8.

(2). That manual training forms one of the most important studies at Manual Training High School at the
present time.
(3). That the origin and growth of Arsenal Technical
/

SChools are an outgrowth of crowded conditions at Shortridge and Manual.
(4). That Arsenal Technical Schools have made a
special

eff~rt

to satisfy individual desires With a pro-

gram of studies that is most diversified.
(5). That Arsenal Technical Schools are an illustration of what may be done by a comprehensive secondary
school to make the work attractive <'ud profitable for every
boy and girl of high school age
or circumstances.
~

reg~Tdless

of their aims

CHAPTER VII

CONCLUSIONS
From this study it may be seen that the public high
schools of Indianapolis began early; that they have followed in general the line of development of the American
public school and have been influenced by most, if not
all, of the significant movements in education; that they
experienced a great influx of pupils after 1890; and finally that they are expanding to the movement for the reorganization of seconda.ry education.
The material contained'in the foregoing pages warrante
the following specific conclusions:
1. The secondary schools of Indianapolis do not show
B.. S

much clearly cut curricular differentiation as might be

expected.

Each course of study contains the traditional
,

~igh

school subjects, but each places emphasis upon cer-

tain curricula., which condi tion resul te in a kind of
tional division of labor.

educa~

A pupil can prepare himself for

college in anyone of the high schools, but, if ne has no
84
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college ambition or expectancy, he chooses the high school
whose course of study most effectively meete his needs.
2. The St. Johnfs Academy contributed to public secondary education, or at least furthered a. new conception
of the a.im and ma,terial of education for secondary students.
Thi 8 involved the following factors ~

provision should be

made for students not preparing for oollege; new material
should be added ae educational needs of students involved
dS'!ilB.nd; plans should be inaugurated for hitrher education of
girls.

The St. John's

ACB~emy

did not merge into the gen-

eral school system but continued to hold its pla.ce in the
educational needs of the city.
3. Shortridge High School offers a purely academic
course, i.e. the subjects taught in the school are mainly
college preparatory.
work is given.

No course in domestic art or shop

The course includes classes in. English,

mathematics, history, Latin, Greek, Frenoh, Spanish, German, physiography, botany, zoology, art, physical training
and music.

Shortridge was the first high school established

in Indianapolis, and it has been purely academic.
4. Manual

Tra~ning

High School was established a few

years later than Shortridgr.

This Bchool offers the same

courses as Shortridge, and, in addition, gives courses in
shop and domestic art.
5. Arsenal Technical High School was a.t first a part of

Manual Training High Sohool, but soon became so large that
it formed the third high sohool of IndiananOlis.

This

school offers all the courses included in the courses of
study for Short:ridge and Ma.nua.l; aleo it offers courses of
a purely vocational trend which fit pupils for the trades.
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